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Matsushima Cabin

Leiko Matsushima is not one of big suites and estates, for that one time, she is never gonna say no of
course, but for her day to day living, she prefer something smaller, where she can just chill, have fun with
interested parties, watch holovideos and play games. Her quarters on her newest assignment, the YSS
Tokyo, reflect such thinking.

On the right of the main door opens the bathroom, on the left a table, half inside the wall and with
overhead shelf, with its own stuffed chair. The Bathroom is a small one: shower, sink with mirror, toilette,
a built-in shelf with glasses panels to hold her beauty materials.

Her quarters are dominated by the floor-to ceiling from one side of the room to the other window which
can, at her command, display the outside view of space, as well as views from other planets, films or
even games. After all why leave the bed when you have the biggest screen you can ask for right in front
of you?

A low shelf hides the wide double-sized bed looking to the window. Beside it, a built-in wardrobe stores
most of her clothes: both her dutie ones, closer to the window and her fancier, out of duty ones on the
opposite side. On the outside, poster in electronic paper adorn the doors.

Last but not least, the most particular forniture of the room: a rounded couch, that can be used as a bed
too, it can close and turn into a table. Which makes it the most interesting is that it is surrounded by
around two thirds of its circonference by the floor to ceiling window. When curtains closes the side open
to the room, it turns into a secluded alcove. The window area behind this couch, usually shows the same
view of the rest of the window or, as it had happened, it is programmed to look like walls with posters.
Some posters of electronic paper are on the wall of the table.

Curtains from above top the low shelf and can close the space up to the opposite wall and another set
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can close the rounded couch. These courtains can change color as they are made by the same color-
changing fabric used in the Star Army Field Jacket, Type 37A.

About colors. The floor is dark gray like dark stone, whithout the chilling effect. The curtains, with their
color shifting properties can take any color of Leiko's choice. The bed sheets and pillos are wrapped in
rainbow waterpaint-like colors. The walls and shelves are in dark metal color; the table is in clearer wood
like color.

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2020/02/24 11:13 by Nightdreamer09.

� This article is a work in progress; It is currently not approved as canon.
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